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the right direction 

Nigel Paine – General chat 
 
 
  Donald H Taylor: LTSF20: D1S1, 13 July 2020 
  Donald H Taylor: Welcome to “Learning at the crossroads: keep moving in the right direction” with 
Nigel Paine and me, your facilitator, Donald H Taylor. 
  Donald H Taylor: We’ll be starting at 13:30 UK time. 
  Donald H Taylor: The session will finish at 14:15 UK time. 
  Donald H Taylor: The hashtag for the event is #LTSF20 
  Donald H Taylor: Our thanks go to today’s sponsor, Omniplex https://omniplex.co/ 
  Donald H Taylor: The slides will be available to download at the end of this presentation. 
  Donald H Taylor: The recording, slides, chat and other supporting documents will be available from 
next week at: https://www.learningtechnologies.co.uk/digitalhub 
  Donald H Taylor: We have a very full session today, so sadly it will not be possible to answer every 
question.  
  Donald H Taylor: However, our speaker will aim to deal with as many of your questions as possible 
after the event, on LinkedIn. 
  JOSÉ G. VARGAS-HERNÁNDEZ: THANKS A LOT, José G. Vargas-Hernández, UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR 
ECONOMIC AND MANAGERIAL SCIENCES, UNIVERSITY OF GUADALAJARA 
  Victoria Visser: Good afternoon, Donald and Nigel! Am I barging into your preparation? 
  Nigel Paine: No Victoria we are just chatting and checking 
  Nigel Paine: WELCOME EVERYBODY 
  Nigel Paine: Good to see so many people this afternoon - or afternoon UK- 
  Poh Kau: Hello from Singapore! 
  Cat Dartnall: Afternoon all! Nice to see you 
  Tom Lomax-Morgan: Hello and welcome all 
  Nigel Paine: welcome from all over the world 
  Göran Bolinder: Sweden checking in. 
  Poh Kau: thank you! 
  D'Arrigo Giacomo: hello from Italy 
  Poh Kau: hot and humid in Singapore - 34 degrees 
  Tom Lomax-Morgan: UK (Leicester) - cloudy, but dry 
  Olivia: Worthing, south coast England - warm, balmy with a little cloud :-) 
  Göran Bolinder:...and Sweden is cold, cloudy and windy. 
  Nigel Paine: Lovely and sunny in central London 
  Fred Wilson: Pickwell Leicestershire 19 degrees and sunny!! 
  Ramnika: SW London is lovely and sunny.  
  elizabeth Jones: Fleetwood, Lancashire, weather dull at the moment  
  Tania Mercado: Hello from Germany :)! 27° in Düsseldorf.  
  Ann-Marie Bass: Kent, sunny and dry  
  Cat Dartnall: Little bit grey in North Warwickshire  
  Jill Matley: drizzly in Manchester 
  Michelle McShortall: Dublin, Ireland, cloudy, but warm. 
  Mike Turnbull: Hello from slightly cloudy but warm Dorset 
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  Alan Stronach: Hello from Grey and not so sunny Sunderland 
  Gareth Brown: Aberdeenshire I improving :-) 
  Eliran Maor: Hello from Israel! :) 
  Anne Marie Hearne: Hello from Buckinghamshire - cloudy and warm. 
  Patrick Tarrach: Germany / Bonn /24 degrees / sunny and cloudy 
  Julia Phillips: Good evening from Melbourne! Dry today 
  anthony Harris Harris Associates: Hello from Switzerland Here it is Sunny 
  Andy Blake: Afternoon from Warwickshire, warm and cloudy 
  Charlie Mace: Hello from West Midlands 
  Shaun Delaney: Hello from sunny Chatham 
  Jennie: Hi all, Kent is nice and sunny today 
  Martin Baker: In the Cotswolds....no blue sky unfortunately!! 
  Karolina: Hello form Poland  
  Fiona: Hello from Barnes! 
  Paul Dearing: Cloudy in the North East 
  Caroline Reeves: Hello from sunny Scarborough  
  Kim Ellis: Afternoon, it’s raining in Huddersfield 
  Victoria Visser: The Netherlands/Amsterdam/23 degrees/ sunny and the summer is back :) 
  Lydia Vilensky: Hello form Israel! 
  Mary Kenny: Hello from muggy Liverpool 
  Karolina::)  
  Karolina:;)  
  Maren Jaschke: Hey there from Bonn in Germany as well! 
  Sara: Hello from sunny Cleethorpes  
  Con Sotidis: Good evening gents.  
  Patrick Tarrach: your German is better than my Englisch :-)   
  Lydia Vilensky: Cotswokds! the best GIN ever! 
  Joan Keevill: Greetings from Hemel Hempstead! Don, your audio is a breaking up a bit. 
  zz: anonymous from London, UK 
  Cat Dartnall: Sounds ok here 
  Martin Baker: Sound really clear here 
  Joan Keevill: Yes, Nigel 
  Gillian Robinson-Smith: Gillian hi all 
  Andy Wooler: Morning gents 
  Joan Keevill: I’m tweeting today. 
  Donald H Taylor: Thanks, Joan! 
  Susan Herbert: Greetings from sunny Berlin. 
  Joan Keevill: Actually, I'm finding Nigel's is crackly now too. Is it at my end? How is everyone else 
finding it? 
  Donald H Taylor: Sue! Great to see you! 
  Con Sotidis: Even all the way here in Australia it is very clear 
  Andy Wooler: Nigel is clear here in Brighton 
  Donald H Taylor: Joan - must be your end I'm afraid 
  joseph bourlas: joseph bourlas greetings from Athens Greece 
  Donald H Taylor: Hi Joseph 
  Chris: Hi there from Edinburgh Leisure! 
  Ann Jones: Hi from Reigate 
  Darrin Cutting: Afternoon all 
  Lara: hello from Italy 
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  channa: For me the sound is bad when I "open in the browser", opening the session in the adobe 
app words MUCH better 
  Mona Younes: Hello this is Mona Younes from California  
  Isaac: I just switched from the webinar in my browser to downloading the adobe connect app, fixed 
the audio issues for me 
  Jane: Hello from Copenhagen (Denmark) 
  Donald H Taylor: Channa - that's often the case 
  channa: *works 
  Tony Vicente: the sound is not great -anyone experiencing issues? 
  Tony Vicente: I am on the app = not helped 
  Nigel Paine: afternoon Andy Wooler 
  Joan Keevill: I’m in a browser window so will try that! 
  Tony Vicente: Tony from Portugal 
  Andy Wooler: Hi Nigel 
  Lene Marager: Hello from Copenhagen 
  Carol Jamieson: Hi All.  Carol in lovely sunny Epsom 
  Lisa: Melbourne, Australia 
  Mona Younes: in California it is 5:30 am 
  Mona Younes: now  
  Traci Lowden-Stoole: Hello from Isle of Man  
  Nitzan Koren: Hello! Nitzan from Israel 
  Joan Keevill 2: That is perfect now!!! 
  jo.penton@btconnect.com: sound much better in the App! 
  Alessia: Servus from Austria 
  Sarah Milner: Good morning/afternoon/evening all - joining you from less exotic Harrogate, North 
Yorkshire 
  Kim Darkin: Prynhawn da (good afternoon) from Wales! 
  Tony Vicente: Thx 
  Jack Collins: Hello from a very wet Yorkshire 
  Anja Forheld :) 
  Darrin Cutting: Harrogate is very lovely 
  Fred Wilson: sounds sorted...! thank you 
  Karen Chambers: Hi everyone, I'm in Deal on the Kent coast. Lovely and sunny today. 
  Jane Whitby: Hi from Southend 
  Sarah Milner: ha ha - thanks to you all :) 
  Joan Keevill 2: Was there a competition to have the best book shelf background? :) 
  Gerdur Petursdottir: Hello from Iceland :) 
  Ayelet Gazit: Hi there, from Tel Aviv 
  Rob Alcock: Ickenham! 
  John Fleming: John from W Malling, Kent 
  Tess Robinson: Afternoon from a drizzly Leamington Spa 
  Andy Wooler: Nigel: your office needs more Claret and Blue.... 
  Guillermo Griem: Hey, Guillermo from Germany here.  
  Eleanor Hudgell: Hi, I'm joining you from London 
  Chris: Harrogate has fabulous gin - Slingsby Rhubarb is the best! 
  Maria: Hello from Berkshire, UK 
  Christine Locher: there is ALWAYS a competition for the best bookshelf in the background these 
days... 
  James Booth: to download the Connect meeting app For Windows:  
http://www.adobe.com/go/Connectsetup 

mailto:jo.penton@btconnect.com:u
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  Sarah Byne: Hi, joining you from Norfolk, UK 
  Sara Sullivan: Hi, Sara from Peterborough here 
  Caroline Singleton: Hi I'm calling from Sale, originally from LLandudno 
  Anna Vintere: Hello from Latvia! 
  Karen Lloyd: Good afternoon all from Hampshire 
  zz: Welsh speaking is not an MST 
  Rob Alcock: Near Ruislip! 
  Keith Colvin: Hello from sunny Maodstone 
  Rob Alcock: hi Nigel 
  Chris 2: Hi Joining from Hamburg, Germany 
  Maciej Czarniawski: Hi from Warsaw, Poland 
  Dave: Logging in from Cambridge here :) 
  Phil Stephenson: Hello Phil from 'Ull East Yorkshire 
  Christine Locher: Christine from south of London ;-)  
  Christina: Hello from sunny & rainy Suffolk at the same time. 
  Chris Webster: Hello from sunny Daventry, Northants 
  James Booth: To download the Adobe Connect application For Mac: 
http://www.adobe.com/go/ConnectSetupMac 
  Conrad Toft: Hi from Brussels, originally from Sale, UK! 
  Con Sotidis: Hey Nigel are you in London or in lockdown Victoria? 
  Heidi: Hello from not so sunny Birmingham! 
  James 2: Hello from Portsmouth, UK :) 
  Con Sotidis: Lucky you 
  Caroline Singleton: Hi Conrad from a wet Sale 
  Geraldine Voost: Geraldine from The Netherlands 
  Rob Stewart: Hello, from a very damp Dundee :) 
  Andy H: Hello from Hull :) 
  Rob Rees: Hello everyone, Rob currently in Belfast here! 
  Natasia Hieber: Hello from London  
  Neena Lazarus: Hello from East Grinstead, UK 
  Conrad Toft: Brilliant sunshine in Brussels 
  Rich Dawson: What a global audience, adding Leek in Staffordshire to the mix 
  Paula Davis: Hi Joan! 
  Debbie: Hello from London 
  Geraldine Voost: Sunny over here! 
  Katarzyna Baran: Hello from Dublin 
  Joan Keevill 2: Hi Paula! 
  Katharine Shaw: Hi from Newbury! 
  danny lever: Oxfordshire 
  Dan Hewitt: Afternoon All from Bedfordshire 
  Noel: Hello from Reading! 
  Barrie Wilson: Hello from an equally damp Forfar 
  Emma Heaps: Hi from a grey Yorkshire 
  Vicky Johnson: Hello from Coventry 
  @RajeevGM: Hello from Greenwich, London 
  Richard Donoghue: Afternoon from sunny Worthing! 
  Iain Reynolds: Hello from Nottingham 
  Nathalie Brown: Hello from Oxfordshire 
  Ruth: Hi from sunny Edinburgh 
  Manish Amin: Hello from Leicester 

http://www.adobe.com/go/ConnectSetupMac
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  Madhu Prasher: Hi from Sudbury near Wembley Football stadium and it is sunny 
  Maggie: We have sun cloud and wind in Leicester 
  Szilvia Orsos: Hello all from London 
  Sarah Wightman: Hello from Cambridge. Warm and breezy :) 
  Annie Hourston: Hello from Scotland!  
  Jerry: Hi from Greenwich London 
  Alix Harrower-Dees: Hello from South Northants! 
  Rich Dawson: Nigel has frozen 
  Gosia: Hello Donald 
  Ashley: hi 
  Elzbieta Abramowicz: Hello from Brussels :) 
  Christine: Hello rom Reading 
  Andy Blake: Nigel has gone! 
  Westy: Afternoon all... 
  Gosia: Hello from Warsaw 
  Amy 3: Hello from Milton Keynes :) 
  Jennie: Have we lost Nigel? 
  Susanna Rahkamo: Hello from Helsinki 
  Diane Adam: Hello from Stafford :-) 
  Laura Watkin: Is the sound crackly only at my end? 
  Andreas Apostolopoulos: hi from Doha with 42 degrees  
  Paula Davis: Don’t know if it's just me but the sound isn't great 
  Tess Robinson: Sound crackly here too 
  Annie Hourston: I have crackly sound too 
  Sarah Byne: No Laura is crackling here too 
  Elzbieta Abramowicz: the same here 
  Dan Hewitt: Crackly here too 
  Maggie: Very Crackly sound 
  Kinga Kaiser: sound is crackling on my end too 
  Caroline Singleton: Crackly sound here too 
  Vicky Johnson: Sound is fine my end 
  Alix Harrower-Dees: yep crackly sound 
  Marie Andervin: same here 
  Katharine Shaw: the sound isn't good 
  Lana Newby: Sorry sound connection is really bad 
  Fred Wilson: still crackling...and have now changed to the app 
  Tom Lomax-Morgan: to solve the crackling sound, try launching in the app 
  Traci Lowden-Stoole: I am on the app and sound is fine 
  Debbie: Sound is very crackly 
  Karen Chambers: sound is good on the app 
  Maciej Czarniawski: sound is OK 
  Isabel 2: sound is good on the app. 
  Mike Gray: sound is great 
  Claire Chandler: both breaking up 
  Laura Stuart-Berry: Sound is great on the app 
  Maciej Czarniawski: sound is great in the Adobe app 
  Michelle McShortall: App, sound is fine. 
  Mary Goudge: Sound okay on the App for me too.  
  Jennie: Sound is fine for me on the app 
  BH: Sound is good in the app 
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  Baden: Hello from the valleys! 
  Marie Andervin: i'm using the app - sound is breaking up 
  Gini Thomas: Sound is fine :) 
  Carol Jamieson: Unfortunately, still cracking up on app 
  Alix Harrower-Dees 2: slightly less bad on app 
  Janet Shockness - HJA Business Training: Helllooo from sunny/breezy London. 
  Donald H Taylor: The recording, slides, chat and other supporting documents will be available from 
next week at: https://www.learningtechnologies.co.uk/digitalhub 
  Claire Chandler 2: much better on the app 
  leticia ferraro: yeah, cracking up as well, on browser 
  Dan Hewitt 2: Just switched to app and it's much better 
  Megan 2: I can't hear anything.... 
  Christine Locher: each in their tiny little box... 
  Sunita Dhawan: App sound is much better. 
  Barbara Sarkis: Can’t hear anything as well 
  Megan 2: Is anyone speaking? I can't hear anything and my computer audio is working 
  Anne-Sophie: sound is very bad in both browser and app 
  EZROURA Mohamed: Mohamed EZROURA 
  Chetna: Sound is really bad 
  EZROURA Mohamed: Hello from Morocco.. 
  Frances: sound poor and breaking up 
  Joe: how do you get the App?  
  Iain Reynolds: Struggling with sound in both web and app 
  James Booth: For Mac: http://www.adobe.com/go/ConnectSetupMac 
  Milena: poor sound 
  Natasia Hieber: having kids around whilst working can be a little challenging. 
  James Booth: For Windows:  http://www.adobe.com/go/Connectsetup 
  EZROURA Mohamed: thanks for fixing sound 
  Sunita Dhawan: Chair’s sound is very poor with lots of crackling on the line. 
  Ashley: Have adobe done this on purpose so we download the app? 
  James Booth: if you have choppy audio and using a browser, try using the Connect meeting app For 
Windows:  http://www.adobe.com/go/Connectsetup 
  Julia: sound is better in the application - I recommend switching 
  Tess Robinson: Have just swapped to app - sound much better 
  Elizabeth Garvin: poor sound tried both application and web 
  James Booth: if you have choppy audio and using a browser, try using the Connect meeting app For 
Mac: http://www.adobe.com/go/ConnectSetupMac 
  Vicky Johnson: how about trying a different browser? 
  Den Hudson: since Don switched off his video, sound is a lot better :D 
  Vicky Johnson: My sound is fine in browser! 
  Anna: Sound is fine now 
  Karen Lloyd 2: Thanks for the help @James Booth 
  Megan 2: Still can't hear anything at all 
  Vicky Johnson: Have you clicked on the speaker top left to activate your device? 
  Roz: can't see anything on the screen?  Can everybody else? 
  Donald H Taylor: Megan - sorry you can't hear. The recording, slides, chat and other supporting 
documents will be available from next week at: https://www.learningtechnologies.co.uk/digitalhub 
  EZROURA Mohamed: sound is good for me here. 
  Rob Bedwell: switching to classic mode seems to help 
  Zahra: Try joining on mobile for sound (desktop for visuals) 

https://www.learningtechnologies.co.uk/digitalhub
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  Donald H Taylor: An Everyone Culture, Kegan: https://www.amazon.co.uk/Everyone-Culture-
Deliberately-Developmental-Organization/dp/1625278624 
  James Booth: Roz: - if your using a browser then try refreshing the page, or, please use the Connect 
meeting app 
  Roz: I can see Nigel Paine but nothing on the main screen. 
  James Booth: the  
  James Booth: the QUESTIONS BOX under the slides is where we are collecting questions for Nigel  
  James Booth: it will be available throughout the session 
  Isabel: I am using the iPhone adobe connect app and the sound is good as well 
  Saul Letourneau: Yes, Nigel use the app if you can 
  Den Hudson: It’s a shame that managers have that attitude 
  Caroline Singleton 2: Roz - maybe you are viewing full screen. Take cursor to top right-hand corner 
and click the four arrows 
  JOSE G VARGAS-HERNANDEZ:tHANKS A LOT, José G. Vargas-Hernández, UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR 
ECONOMIC AND MANAGERIAL SCIENCES, UNIVERSITY OF GUADALAJARA, MÉXICO 
jvargas2006@gmail.com 
  Amy 3: will we be able to see a recording of this afterwards?  
  Maciej Czarniawski::))))) 
  Christine Locher: It’s about time people start tracking our minds and hearts, and not our "rear 
ends"... ;-)  
  Donald H Taylor: Amy 3: The recording, slides, chat and other supporting documents will be 
available from next week at: https://www.learningtechnologies.co.uk/digitalhub 
  James Booth: By using the question box under the slides your question is more likely to be seen, 
and not lost in the chat 
  Iain Reynolds: Managers need to understand the concept of give and take 
  Cat Dartnall:@christinelocher :) 
  Lisl Lewis: I love that about learning is a virus, so true 
  Christine Locher: the other bugbear, don't snow people under with all these "resilience" things, 
particularly when scheduled 12-1pm as that was the only free slot. Maybe let people sit down and 
eat, or go for a walk instead?  
  Roz: Thanks James, thanks Caroline.  Still can't see the main screen.  Never mind, I can see Nigel and 
hear him talking.  
  Vicky Johnson: I can hear you 
  Natasia Hieber: I can’t see the main screen either.  
  Katherine: There’s a milk crackle every now and again, but I can hear okay 
  Colin Steed: Sound and vision perfect 
  Jerry: sound fine on Adobe 
  Katherine: *mild 
  Padma Rao: sound is good! 
  Mike T: changed to the app and the sound improved 
  Mike Gray: buy the book from your local book shop NOT amazon - they have enough of the market 
share :-)  
  Rob Foster: I suggest changing browser if sound is bad. Worked for me. Edge isn't good. 
  Maggie 2: ditto - switched to the app for better sound 
  Donald H Taylor: Argyris: https://www.amazon.co.uk/Organizational-Traps-Leadership-Culture-
Design/dp/0199639647/ref=sr_1_1?crid=310KHXYAFZMH6&dchild=1&keywords=argyris+chris+cultu
re&qid=1594644238&s=books&sprefix=argyris+%2Cstripbooks%2C147&sr=1-1 
  Kat Ellis: I opened through the app on my laptop, can see and hear everything wonderfully. Really 
interesting stuff! 
  Muge: yepp, just have this problem, sounds terrible!!! 
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  Megan 2: have tried 3 different browsers lol 
  Natasia Hieber: Using google chrome but I will now try the app 
  Vicky Johnson: I have seen some leadership saying you can use what used to be your travel time to 
develop, but I don't think that is fair. Travel time was/is still my time 
  Donald H Taylor: Vicky - fair point 
  Cat Dartnall: I think psychological safety and belonging are really important to be able to do 
anything differently - without these in place then the resulting fallout of any innovation or new 
thinking could negatively impact individual wellbeing 
  Joan Keevill 2: How do you move from productive to generative, Nigel? 
  Kat Ellis: Liking the amazon links. Assign them to my wish list as we go! 
  Kat Ellis: *Adding 
  Katherine: Vicky, I've heard managers say that before and I disagree - also, should a colleague who 
lives an hour away do double the development time who lives 30 mins away? 
  Caroline Singleton 2: Vicky - understand your view. However, aren’t we responsible for our self-
development? 
  Muge: terrible sound continues with Google Chrome, any ideas how to avoid this?  
  Vicky Johnson: If you want to self-develop than that is up to you 
  Megan2: Using an old version of Internet Explorer seems to be working :) 
  Katherine: I think we are responsible for our personal development, but we also deserve a healthy 
work/life balance 
  Vicky Johnson: but managers/senior leadership pushing you to develop for your work in your own 
time??? 
  Colin Steed:@Muge - use another browser or preferably the app 
  James 2: Agree with Vicky - flexible/allocated learning time is required 
  James Booth: if you have choppy audio and using a browser, try using the Connect meeting app For 
Mac: http://www.adobe.com/go/ConnectSetupMac 
  Donald H Taylor: More on Malcolm Knowles: Malcolm Knowles 
  Donald H Taylor: https://infed.org/mobi/malcolm-knowles-informal-adult-education-self-direction-
and-andragogy/  
  James Booth: if you have choppy audio and using a browser, try using the Connect meeting app For 
Windows:  http://www.adobe.com/go/Connectsetup 
  Bethany Paterson: More on heutagogy is here: heutagogycop.wordpress.com 
  Megan2: Teacher-led reinforces parent/child, so isn't a good idea in organisations unless absolutely 
necessary. 
  Donald H Taylor: Thanks, Bethany! 
  Jerry: Love it: "The humility to learn and the confidence to share" 
  Bethany Paterson: You’re welcome, it's a very interesting model!! 
  Christine Locher: Hah, now I finally know how to pronounce it. Love it.  
  andrea: self-reflection is the key  
  Sam: Absolutely agree with that, nowhere NEAR enough time allowed for reflection 
  Tom: Pedagogy also allows for an abusive relationship to form - thus setting standards for all future 
development as a person. It's why it's important to establish that a teacher is always safe for 
children. That said, adult teachers teaching adults are also liable to forming abusive relationship 
structures. Something we probably need to address, as a society 
  Tom: I’m using abusive as according to the model where, in the stages of development, you should 
take a risk and always have a safe place to retreat (like a parent) so you can reflect and learn.  
  Annie Hourston: Thank you @Bethany Paterson! 
  Donald H Taylor: Tom - thanks 
  Tom: whereas, most interpersonal at work are "the place of safety is also the threat" 
  Manish Mohan: Multiple audio channels??? 
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  Lene Marager: Seems like some audio is going on in another channel?  
  Cat Dartnall: I’ve been using the term ‘we need to give our people their wings!’ 
  Dawn Smart:@Cat I like that 
  Anne Horn: authenticity  
  amanda line 2: Multiple audio feeds!! 
  JF: There's a big assumption being made that the majority of leaders and managers are Micro-
Mangers and don't create a learning environment 
  Nicola R: dishonesty 
  Chetna: Really sorry but sound has completely gone now.. Will just listen to the recording 
  Anne Horn: vulnerability a d transparency  
  Charlie Mace: I can hear about 3 convos going on here all talking over each and can't make anything 
out of what's being said  
  Marie Andervin: bad sound, can’t here you. cracking up all the time when you talk to each other 
  Donald H Taylor: Chetna - sorry to hear that 
  Dawn Parr: Sound is awful - can't make out a word 
  Nathalie: Yeah, the audio is a massive challenge here too  
  Vicky Johnson: Charlie, try closing the app/browser and opening again 
  Charlie Mace: I’ve already tried both they the same  
  Anne Horn: no judgement  
  Dawn Parr 2: closed and reopened - still awful sound - so disappointing - can't hear at all 
  Olivia: Have to drop off for an on the hour call, but glad to be able to join the start of this week - 
thanks All 
  Chris Webster: Very bad audio still! 
  Vicky Johnson: have you completely closed your browser, as I had the same issue, browser thought 
a window was still open when I refreshed the page 
  Gwynne Moser: Yes, the sound on this is not working for me either. 
  Donald H Taylor: Olivia - thanks! 
  Megan2: Anyone with issues - try using Internet Explorer 
  Carol Ann: sound is not good - have tried both platforms 
  Megan2: That was the only browser that worked for me 
  Isaac: sound in the app is fine 
  Charlie Mace: I hope the quality of the other talks I’m attending is better than this one  
  Colin Steed:@Charlie - use the app not browser. Sound and vision perfect 
  Mudassir: Order Taker    vs  ........   
  Charlie Mace: I’ve tried both 
  Donald H Taylor: More on this matrix from Charles Jennings: https://702010institute.com/4-
business-models-that-redefine-ld/ 
  Lene Marager: I have sound on phone and visions on laptop - that seems to work 
  Vicky Johnson: Has Nigel froze? 
  Den Hudson: Nigel just froze for me 
  Samantha Cole: is it just me or has it stopped 
  leticia ferraro: oh, the video stopped 
  Debbie: No sound of vision 
  Alix Harrower-Dees 2: same 
  Cat Dartnall: I would love my internal brand to be identified as ‘she makes useful stuff’  
  Chantelle Hodson 2: Lost video feed  
  Heidi: Nigel gone? 
  Ayelet Gazit 2: Yes 
  Eliran Maor 2: Nigel? 
  andrea: Nigel has frozen  
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  Jo: stopped 
  Emma Heaps 2: frozen 
  Anonymous: Me too 
  Mudassir: Value Creator and Performance Enabler ... that sounds awesome. Create purpose, create 
appropriate autonomy for learning. 
  Katy Maylin: same 
  Manish Amin: same  
  Julia: No video of the presenter 
  Baden: think it just stopped. 
  Diane Adam: Me too 
  Chris 3: Same 
  Den Hudson: oopsie 
  Paul Dearing: gone down  
  Megan2: Nigel has frozen 
  Maria 2: Video gone 
  Manisha Parmar: OOPS 
  Tom: Snake? Snake! SNAAAAAAAKE!?!?! 
  Carol: Nigel has disappeared 
  Mudassir: #LearningOverload :p 
  Natasia Hieber: frozen. 
  Cat Dartnall: Frozen? Let it goooooooo ... 
  Charlie Mace: Nigel has left the room.... 
  Annie Hourston: Covered some great content though! 
  dawn parr: no 
  Sandra: hoorah 
  JF: Frozen III 
  Padma Rao::) 
  Anonymous: He’s back! eyyy 
  Joan Keevill 2: Hurrah! 
  Emma Heaps 2::0) 
  Megan2: lol@Frozen3 
  Jane Whitby: welcome back Nigel 
  Antoni: Nigel where are you 
  Martin Baker 2: Covid has taught us not to worry about these tech hiccups! 
  Martin Baker 2: doing a great job guys! 
  dawn Parr: will there be a recording to watch - got nothing due to issues 
  Donald H Taylor: Dawn - sorry 
  Martin Buursen: does anyone of the attendees has a good example of job aids that are directly 
implemented in the day to day workflow? 
  dawn Parr: can’t vote - didn't get to hear!!! 
  Carol Ann: I got thrown off and refused entry 
  Mudassir: Horses for courses .... come on folks, what is it? 
  Katerina 2: Great webinar :) 
  Isabel 2: Is it possible for young employees to cultivate such a learning culture? 
  Rob Stewart: That was brilliant. Thank you, Don and Nigel. 
  Natasia Hieber: A good webinar - a lot of content covered in a short space of time. It would be good 
to have the slides to also reflect on this 
  Muge: unfortunately, no way to hear the audio, Edge and Chrome did not work at all, the page did 
not loaded in IE  
  Donald H Taylor: Natasia - slides available shortly, as we wrap up. 
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  James Booth:@Muge - try using the app? 
  James Trew:@Muge Can you use the app? 
  Muge: is there audio dial in? 
  Natasia Hieber: Thank you Donald. 
  Rob Alcock: The challenge is embedding that in a culture 
  Muge: after get the admin permission to install, for sure 
  John Fleming: no visual or slides?? 
  Charlie Mace: still got multiple convos going on so haven't got a clue what's been said here would 
have been better off spending my time doing my job.... 
  James Booth: if you have choppy audio and using a browser, try using the Connect meeting app For 
Mac: http://www.adobe.com/go/ConnectSetupMac 
  Martin Baker 2: Don is talking at the same time here! 
  James Booth: if you have choppy audio and using a browser, try using the Connect meeting app For 
Windows:  http://www.adobe.com/go/Connectsetup 
  Martin Baker 2: a bit harsh Charlie! 
  Muge: will the session be recorded?  
  Donald H Taylor: Muge: The recording, slides, chat and other supporting documents will be 
available from next week at: https://www.learningtechnologies.co.uk/digitalhub 
  Rich: I’m hearing both Donald and Nigel speaking over each other. 
  Natasia Hieber: Sharing expertise, knowledge sharing - lets up-skill and empower more people! 
  Muge: great, have to tell my colleague don´t bother to join, because this won´t work for us 
  Donald H Taylor: Harold Jarche's blog: https://jarche.com/ 
  Dawn Smart: Lots of really good food for thought. Sounds all good here on Chrome, through app 
and hard-wired. Great energy Nigel. 
  Donald H Taylor: Muge - sorry that this hasn't for you technically 
  Sarah Milner: I don't have any image I am sorry  
  Tom Lomax-Morgan: yes 
  Cat Dartnall: I can see the book cover 
  Mudassar can see the slides 
  Maria 2: I can 
  Sam: That is already on my WISH list!  
  Annie Hourston: I see the slides 
  agata: I can see the slide 
  Michelle: yes 
  Jo: yes 
  Jane Whitby: yes, I can 
  Maria Mangor: I can see it 
  Debbie: Cannot see slides 
  Baden: yup 
  Anna Vintere: yes 
  Carol: I can see the slide 
  Roz: I can't see any slides 
  Julie Wedgwood: Can see them 
  Marilyne: yes  
  Mudassir: There's a book 'Workplace Learning' on the slide 
  Sarah Milner: can you put a link in please Nigel 
  Sean Ryan: Yes, I can see the slides 
  sheila Curtin: Cannot see slides 
  Isabel 2: I can see them too 
  Szilvia Orsos: will definitely pick this up 

http://www.adobe.com/go/ConnectSetupMac
http://www.adobe.com/go/Connectsetup
https://www.learningtechnologies.co.uk/digitalhub
https://jarche.com/
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  Jerry: Slides yes / chat yes / audio no 
  Maggie 2: If you don’t see the slides try pressing ESC 
  Diana Vesa:@Muge- it works for me :-) 
  Cat Dartnall: Thanks for answering my question.  This has been really interesting 
  Rob Foster: Frozen? 
  Muge:@diana: I guess you use IE?  
  Diana Vesa: Yes, I do 
  William Galton: Thank you for your time 
  Muge: page cannot be loaded via IE and I cannot hear anything via Chrome or Edge 
  Colin Steed:@Muge - I'm using chrome and hard-wired to internet. All been perfect for me 
  Martin Baker 2:"things you never hear..... IE will work fine" :) 
  Muge: I’m in the office, actually good pre condition to make sure that things work 
  Jerry: good session - will go back to recording to hear last 10 minutes - thanks Nigel & Donald 
  Robin 2: What an uplifting session. Thank-you for sharing 
  joseph bourlas: thank you for the wonderful ideas 
  Frances 2: thank you 
  Sandra: Thanks 
  Kim Ellis: Really great session, thanks both 
  James Trew: Thank you! 
  Kat Ellis: Yes, thank you, given me a lot to think about 
  Guillaume Kruger 2: Thank you so much 
  Helen: Better delivery than attending in person, got to learn more from peers 
  Tess Robinson: Is there a link to the Deloitte report please? 
  Andy Blake: Thanks for this, some good thoughts 
  Jacqui Bean: Thank you Nigel & Donald - great sessions with plenty of thought-provoking content :) 
  Jane Whitby: Inspiring session.  Thank you. 
  Mike T: Thanks Nigel. Found it very motivating 
  Michelle McShortall: Thank you Nigel for inspirational talk.  
  Megan2: Thank you Nigel and Don for the session 
  Debbie D: thank you  
  Louise: Thank you this has been very interesting 
  Diana Vesa: Thank you very much, Nigel and Don 
  Sean Ryan: Thank you 
  Jason Baker: Thank you Nigel and Donald 
  Katherine Tunney: Thank you for the session, really enjoyed it! 
  Amanda Wilson: Thank you both, plenty of food for thought 
  Chris 3: Thank you! 
  Barrie Wilson: Great session. Many thanks. 
  Colin Steed: Brilliant session Nigel - and thanks to Donald and support team. Great opening to the 
Summer Forum 
  Julie Wedgwood: Thanks Nigel and Don.  
  Laura Stuart-Berry: Thank you, very interesting 
  Rob Clarke 2: Inspirational. Thank you, Nigel and Don, 
  Monica: Thank you! :-) 
  Vicky Johnson: Thank you 
  Martin Baker 2: within our membership we have had a 350% increase on your servers for eLearning 
  Martin Baker 2: *our 
  D'Arrigo Giacomo: thank you  
  Ramnika: Thank you.  
  Liam Roberts: Thank you! :) 


